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The risk of rain 2 is gaining popularity on Steam in late 2019 and in the new year. This new rogue-lite game is shaping up to be an all-around amazing game with high value playback that makes for a great time alone or with friends. There's eight different unlockable characters in Risk Rain 2, and this
guide will show you how to unlock each of them.Commando How to Unlock Commando: Start the gameCommando is the starting character and unlock it all you have to do is start the game. You'll play with it until you unlock the next character, but it turns out to be all around a solid class. It has some
short cooldowns and effective abilities to help you in combat. Commando has a basic attack that is fast and easy to use. His secondary abilities are good for hitting multiple enemies at once if you manage to line them up. It also has a Dodge maneuver that will help get it out of danger. MUL-T How to
unlock MUL-T: First-level Beat 5 times THEMUL-T can change between two types of attacks at any time. His first short range is a nail gun, which is good for controlling crowds when they have multiple enemies nearby. His other attack is a long-range sniper who is good for picking enemies at a great
distance. Mul-T also has a speed dash that can be used to quickly get away from enemies. Cluster grenades is another step in its arsenal and can be used to deal with some damage and stun enemies. Huntress How to Unlock Huntress: Beat the first 3 levels without dyingHuntress is a high DPS
character with a lot of mobility. With high mobility comes low health, so be prepared to use your skills to avoid enemy attacks at all costs. It can shoot enemies during sprints and has a strong damage area. She can sprint and bounce off enemies up to six times, and one of her attacks suspends her in the
air, so you can use it when you are in a quandary to get out of danger. A mercenary: Destroy yourself on the Heavenly Portal at the end of the seventh stage Of the Melee character, which can be a good choice if you prefer melee. He has a sword that he uses for his melee attacks, allowing players to
perform combos. This character is great for boss fights and group enemies as well. His laser sword move slices in front of him at 130% with every third hit dealing 300% damage in a larger area. Stir the slices horizontally 2 times 200% each, or vertically if you are moving while in the air. Linking the attack
is a good mobility skill allowing the player to dash forward and stun enemies and dash up to 3 times. His passive skill in cybernetic enhancements allows him to always jump twice. Finish the fights with who repeatedly attacks the nearest enemy for 110% damage. Engineer As Unlock Engineer: Full 30
levels Engineer is a defensive oriented character who has at his disposal a wide arsenal of tools. Place double towers, mines or shields with the engineer to take down the enemies and help your team survive. You Are You Need a more strategic style of play and a good time to make the most of this
character. It's a great utility character for a co-op to play with some very useful abilities like bouncing grenades, pressure mines, bubble shields, and TR12 Auto Turrets.Artificer How to unlock Artificer: To release it from the Newt store with 10 Lunar CoinsArtificer is a range of caster class capable of
dealing with elementary damage and large area of damage. Use four different spells with Artificer to shoot off enemies. Bolt's flame causes 200% damage and ignites enemies. The loaded nano-bomb causes 400%-1200% damage and stuns enemies. Snapfreeze freezes enemies 100% and immediately
kills anyone with reasonably poor health. Flamethrower burns enemies in front of you in a cone for 1700% damage. Use fire and ice to crowd control groups of enemies with ease. Rex How to Unlock Rex: Complete the 'Power Plant' challengeTo unlock Rex, you will need to carry the fuel grate element,
from the pod you crash landed in, all the way to Rex's body. Rex can be found in the Abyssal Depths (one of two possible level 4). Unfortunately, the fuel grille element is unstable, so if your health goes under 50% you will explode and die. Rex is a great crowd control player, with a high-risk style of play.
Some of his moves take off part of his health when you use them. Plus, they do a lot of damage when used correctly. Its tingling growth and seed barrage moves will have a lot of damage but take up part of your health. Natural toxins, injections and spread all will weaken enemies, making them easy to
clean up for themselves or their teammates. Loader How to Unlock Loader: Completing the 'Guardian Offline' challengeUnlocking Loader will take a bit of luck because you will need to get a specific card to play, which is not always guaranteed. The card we are looking for is the Siren Challenge, which is
one of two cards on the fourth stage of the game. Another abyssal depth map, so if you are on a mission to unlock the loader and see Abyssal Depths you can restart. You will need to search around the map of five egg nests to destroy. They are a bit like big white mushrooms found around the map and
caviar randomly. After destroying them, the boss called the alloy worship unit spawning, and defeating it will give you Loader.Acrid How to unlock Acrid: Beat 9 problems in the Void FieldsPod bazaar at the bazaar between time there is a hidden cave leading to the purple portal. You can take this portal
and be taken to the Void Fields. You have to complete all 9 call cells here in order to unlock this character. Acrid has a passive poison skill that makes certain attacks poison enemies at 10% of their maximum health over time. The poison is not able to kill the enemies, but it will deplete their health. Captain
How Captain: Beat the final boss in Commencement.Encounter Sky Meadow and go through the level by defeating all enemies on the way. Get to the boss's final boss Defeat him to unlock the captain. This is the last character after the official release of Risk of Rain 2. The captain has good survivability
and ability to maintain. He is a great addition to any team. There are currently 10 playable classes available in Rain Risk 2. The Commando class is always unlocked by default, while the rest must be unlocked by completing tasks. Any combination of characters can be selected by players, and each
player has access to all the characters they have unlocked. There are no restrictions on how many players can play the same character. At least one more character is scheduled to be released, with one promised for each content update. Available classes: Hopoo Games' robber-shooter Rain Risk 2 has
been in early access for just over a year, and during that time, the team has consistently added new characters to the game. Each character offers a different style of play, from an engineer who uses towers to save back Acrid villains who spit poisonous gas clouds. Currently, the game has nine game
characters, with the 10th on the horizon. In this guide, we're going to show you how to earn all the risk of rain 2 characters unlocks. Further reading Commando Unlock Condition: Unlocked Automatically Commando is a character that you start with in The Risk of Rain 2, and for your first few runs, it's a
solid choice. While some of the more specialized characters outperform Commando in terms of raw power, it is easy to pilot. Tactical dive gives you a quick way to pass each level, while the round phase and overwhelming fire help with the control of enemy hordes. Tactical immersion in particular is useful
for reaching different parts of the map. If you roll right before landing, you won't suffer from falling damage. Huntress Unlock Condition: Beat the first three levels of Huntress should come easily as long as you play the game. All you have to do to unlock it is beat the first three levels without dying. It's a
high bar to clear if you're playing solo on normal or hard. As long as you play on easy or gather a group of friends though, you'll unlock Huntress for a long time. She is a very nimble survivor, able to dart around the battlefield with ease thanks to her ability to blink. Its main attacks, Stafe and Laser Gleave,
do not cause so much damage. However, both aim and follow the nearest enemy in your crosshairs, allowing you to effectively attack from a distance. From the party, Arrow Rain is Huntress's strongest ability out of the gate, shooting you into the sky to rain down the arrows for massive damage to AoE.
Like Commando's tactical dive, you can use Arrow Rain and Blink to nullify the fall damage if it's snuered properly. MUL-T Unlock Condition: Beat First Five times MUL-T is very versatile in nature and you have to unlock them quickly. Hit the first level five times, and mul-T is yours. As with Huntress, you
can easily do this on a solo run, playing on the easy, or on a normal or hard band with a group The multifunctional capability gives MUL-T access to two main attacks: Auto-Nailgun and Rebar Puncher. The nail is best suited for short encounters, resulting in a lack of damage at the speed of the projectile.
The Puncher armature works best on the range, dealing massive 600% damage with a single shot. You will switch between them frequently, and in the process, switch between two pieces of equipment. Along with the primary attacks, MUL-T has the ability to dash the transport mode that deals damage to
enemies in the dash zone, and blast canister, a stun grenade is especially useful for fighting large crowds of enemies. Engineer Unlock Condition: Beat 30 levels Another character you have to unlock naturally, the engineer requires that you beat 30 common levels. It doesn't matter if you beat four levels
on one run and only two on the next; everything has a value to the 30-level threshold. If you're playing solo, grind the first few levels - in fact, until you die - on easy. With the group, try to get as much as possible before you die. A good engineer player knows that the best offense is good defense. Unlike
previous characters, the engineer works by placing towers, shields and mines to insert enemies. Bubble Shield allows outgoing projectiles through when blocking incoming, while the pressure of Mina is a matter of AoE damage (and even more in direct contact). Of all the engineer's abilities, however, the
TR12 Gauss Auto-Turret is the most important. You can place up to two towers, and although they don't cause much damage on their own, they inherit all your items. The bustling fungus, for example, usually creates a healing bubble around the user. With an engineer, the effect applies to your tower, too.
Artificer Unlock Condition: Spend 10 moon coins to free the prisoner Huntress, MUL-T, and engineer all come naturally. The rest of the characters require a little more effort. For Artificer, your first step is to collect 10 moon coins. If you have a chance to collect 11, you should (more on that at the moment).
Moon coins are rare drops from enemies, so 10 won't come easily. As long as you pay attention to them when unlocking other characters though, you shouldn't have too many problems. With moon coins, you need to go to the bazaar between time, shop in at risk of rain 2. Chances are that the blue portal
will appear automatically, but you can do it manually to caviar, too. By holding a moon coin at Newt Altar - available at every stage - you can open a portal to the bazaar between time. Make sure to do this before activating the teleport. If you follow a manual route, you will need 11 lunar coins. No matter



how you spawn a portal, you'll know what's out there if you see the blue ball phrase appearing in the chat box. As soon as this appears, activate the teleport, beat the stage chief, and you will find a blue portal at the end Once you are in the bazaar between time, you can find a crystal next to a giant newt
labeled for free for free Survivor. It's worth 10 moon coins. Enter your coins, and Artificer is yours. Artificer doesn't have any roll or dodge ability, but with an ENV suit, you can soar in the air. The main attack, Flame Bolt, deals a lot of damage, but after four shots the rate of fire drops dramatically. Hold on
and only shoot a few shots here and there. If you or your team are overwhelmed, you can use Snapfreeze and Flamethrower Ability Artificer to make quick work out of them. Snapfreeze does a little damage, but more importantly, it freezes enemies on the spot. This gives you enough time to jump in for a
close-range flamethrower attack. In addition, a loaded nano-bomb strikes a massive blow with an AoE electric shock, but as the name suggests, you will need to charge it. Mercenary Unlocking Condition: Reach the Moment, Broken and use the Obelisk to unlock the mercenary, you need to reach
Moment, a fragmented environment that is only available through the Heavenly Portal. Once you beat Wednesday of the fourth stage, you'll cycle back into the environment of the first stage, albeit with a higher item cost. On your first cycle, you can open a celestial portal on the third scene of the
environment, either Rallypoint Delta or scorched acres. You will know that you are in the right place if you see the phrase heavenly ball appeared in the chat box. As soon as he appears, activate the teleport and beat the boss environment. Instead of going through the teleport, go through the heavenly
portal. On the other hand, the moment is broken. Getting there is the hard part, thankfully. Once in a new environment, follow the floating platforms - the solid dash ability works best here, so we recommend using Huntress - until you reach the Obelisk. This is the end of the game (ignoring the Sky Portal
will simply pass through the same loop). Activate it, and your team's run will end immediately. In return, you unlock the mercenary and five lunar coins. The mercenary wields the sword, and as such, is more flexible than other symbols. Laser sword is your standard attack, a case worthy of 130% of the
damage with each slice. Every third attack, however, the Laser Sword deals 300% on a larger range. Unfortunately, you can't store this third attack for the right time; it only comes as part of three rock combos. However, the combo continues during sprinting, jumping, or using non-primary skills. You will
probably use other mercenary abilities more with their low cooling time. The vortex sends two massive horizontal blows to the ground and two vertical blows in the air, while Eviscerate allows you to chop off the enemy without taking damage. Blind Assault pulls a double duty serving as assault and
maneuverability skill. With it you can dash forward and deal massive electric shocks to enemies. If you hit the enemy during a dash, you repeat the process up to three times. Rex Unlock Condition: Bring Your Fuel Array Rex to abyssal Depth Unlocking Rex is amazingly amazing but not quite easy. The
goal is to bring the fuel massif to Rex, which is located in the Abissal Depths (the fourth stage environment). The problem: You have to carry the fuel array in one of your favorite item slots, and if your health ever falls below 50%, it will explode and kill you. There are several ways to get around the damage
- you can use mercenary Eviscerate for a short moment of invulnerability - but no matter what, the fuel massif will explode if you fall below half the health, forcing you to restart the whole process. Fortunately, getting a fuel unit is not difficult. Immediately after falling in the first environment, explore the
back of your escape pod to pick it up. You will need to use a character that starts with a pristine pod escaping (basically, any character other than MUL-T or Acrid). Once you reach Abissal Depths with fuel array, find Rex and give them. Rex is a cross between a robot and a factory that uses HP to throw
skills. Seed barrage deals AoE damage at a low price of 15% of your health, while Bramble Volley deals a little more harm and heals you for every target hit (at the expense of 20% health, in this case). Rex's main attack is natural toxins that weaken attacks and reduce movement, damage and armor. Rex
is strong at a distance, weakening attacks and ending with mobs. Be careful when managing your health, however. It's going fast. Loader Unlock Condition: Defeat the secret boss in Calling the Siren Call is the fourth stage of the environment, so you don't need to open any special portals to reach it. In
Siren Call, you can find eggs scattered all over the map. Destroy one, and the chatbox will read: You hear a distant buzz. Continue by destroying the eggs as you find them. Once you destroy five or six, the message whirring becomes loud to appear in the chat box. As soon as this happens, go to the
center of the map to find the boss of the alloy worship unit. Defeat the boss, and the loader is yours, along with a rare item for every player in your game. The loader is a rough character, capable of having huge chunks of damage with slow, methodical attacks. The charged glove is a good example of
Loader's style of play. It charges a flying strike fee that can damage up to 2700%. Knuckleboom is less impressive, dealing 320% damage, but it's not on cooling. Despite the slow movement on the ground, you can move quickly with the Loader if you know what you are doing. Scrap Barrier makes Loader
invincible against falling damage, offering a temporary barrier with each attack, while Grapple Fist allows you to quickly change the position with the hook. Acrid Unlock condition: Activate nine void cells in Acrid void fields is the most difficult to unlock to date. You need to go to the Void Fields, which are a
secret zone within the secret zone. First, you need to go to the bazaar between time (if you are having trouble, refer to the artificer entry above). above). The environment has a seemingly bottomless pit. It's not bottomless though, and at its end, you'll find a portal. When entering the bazaar between time,
go ahead a few steps and look down. You will see a yellow-green glow along with a series of tubes. Huntress is the best character to reach the bottom, but any survivor who can easily avoid falling damage is fair game. Go to one of the pipes, keeping the dash right in front of the ground. Once you reach
the bottom, there is only one way forward. At the end you will find Null Portal leading to empty fields. Nine void cells must be activated in the Void Fields. You will spawn next to one, so you only need to track down eight others. A small semicircle surrounds each cell, which expands as soon as you activate
the cell. If you leave this area, you will constantly accept the damage. Worse, as soon as you activate the cell and it starts charging, enemies will start attacking you. Stick close to the cage while he's charging, defeating the enemies as they come. You can only activate one cell at a time, so there is no
need to look for others until you have one charging. Once the charge is made, the safe area around the cell will shrink. The next cell will have a beam of light shooting into the sky, so you won't need to hang around in a toxic environment for too long. Although you can exit through the portal through which
you entered at any time, you cannot return to the Void Fields in the same run. It may take several attempts, not only to reach the Void Field, but to complete the Cell Void problem. Once you activate the nine cells, however, you will unlock the last character in the game, Acrid. His main poison attack
damages over time, but it cannot kill enemies. Vicious Wounds comes to finish the job, dealing 200% damage with each napkin and 400% with every third napkin. Caustic Leap allows you to quickly bypass the battlefield by rushing into the air and slapping on the ground for poison and stun the damage. It
goes particularly well with Rex's epidemic ability, which releases a pool of deadly venom that spreads up to 20 enemies. Editors' recommendations risk of rain 2 unlock new characters. risk of rain 2 unlock new character rex. risk of rain 2 new character unlock acrid. how do you unlock new characters in
risk of rain 2
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